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SEPTEMBER 11, 2001

2001 ASUI President Leah Clark-Thomas is comforted after an emotional speech at the candlelight vigil Sept. 12. An estimated 1,200 people attended the vigil that included a procession from the SUB to East City Park and presentations by Clark-Thomas, Moscow Mayor Marshal Comstock and UI President Bob Hoover.

A community mourns

On Sept. 11, 2001, a group of terrorists hijacked four commercial planes and crashed them into the World Trade Center in New York City and the Pentagon in Washington, D.C. A few thousand people lost their lives in the attacks.

The events of that Tuesday morning caused a major shift in the economy and altered the way Americans lived their lives. A war on terrorism was waged. An anthrax scare involving the postal service followed. Airport security increased significantly.

The attacks served as a wake up call. For some, it caused them to keep better contact with the people they care about, to take more chances in life, to be more active.

The University of Idaho and the community of Moscow pulled together to cope with the tragedy.

Students gathered in front of a screen in the food court of the Commons to watch the news as it unfolded. Living groups made posters and banners, which they displayed on their
Above: Students gather in the Commons to watch news reports the day after the terrorist attacks. Right: School of Communication faculty members Mark Secrist and students watch a live broadcast in the conference room at Shoup Hall. Many spent Sept. 11 watching television for the latest information.

their halls. The residence halls organized a candle light vigil in front of the library to pray for the victims and for the nation.

Students joined the community in a candlelight peace march from campus to Eastside Park. The ASUI and student volunteers made and sold ribbons, raising more than $9,000 for the American Red Cross.

The terrorists attacked the heart of America, but our country responded loudly and strongly, “United we stand.”

— Theresa Palmgren
A woman reads about the terrorist attacks at the emergency blood drive at Gritman Medical Center Sept. 12. Donors waited up to three hours for their turn to give blood.

Angela Bereczky collects a blood donation from student Marge Willett. "When I first walked in the door this morning, it was very emotional," Willett said. "It was hard to hold back."
Left: Summer Smith and Anna Drescher hang an American flag in front of Delta Delta Delta sorority. Many Greek organizations decorated their houses to show their support following the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks in New York, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania.

Below: Members of the Delta Gamma sorority show their patriotism by displaying a banner on their house.

2001 ASUI Chief of Staff Kasey Swisher, right, presents a check for $9,732.92 to Red Cross representative Walter Scott at the UI Commons. The ASUI raised the money after the Sept. 11 attacks by selling blue ribbons for $1. The money aided rescue efforts for the victims of the terrorist attacks.
In April 2002, ASUI President Kasey Swisher and senators Kevin Smith, Matt Henman and Joel Sturgill resigned after a scandal involving the Gay Straight Alliance. The senators removed a flag belonging to the GSA from the Commons, then returned to the SAE fraternity house where, with Swisher, they attempted to burn the flag. The incident sparked much talk on campus about tolerance and diversity.
Above: Senators Donovan Arnold and Caroline Miner listen as students express their thoughts about diversity issues on campus. Left: The turnout for the Wednesday night ASUI Senate meeting was at a record high following the resignation of three senators because of their involvement in the theft of the GSA flag.
Above: Janet Reno came to UI to speak to students of the law school. She also gave a presentation open to the general public. Right: Art Alexakis of Everclear performed a solo acoustic concert at the SUB in the spring.
Above left: Steve-o, the host of the MTV show "Jackass," demonstrates a different way to drink beer as he puts on a show at Beasely Colosium in December. Above right: Audience members throw plastic chairs at Jackass cast member Steve-o as he tries to balance a ladder on his chin. Steve-o and other Jackass cast members made the last stop of their Don't Try This at Home tour at Memorial Gym. Right: Jackass cast member Steve-o cuts his tongue with a piece of a broken light bulb that he later eats during his performance at Memorial Gym.
Left: UI President Bob Hoover answers questions at one of many university-wide meetings. Funding for education in the state dropped dramatically, and these meetings were a way of informing individuals at UI of the latest actions of the administration to make up for lack of funds.

Below: Because of the budget crisis, the College of Letters and Science was renamed and the schools and departments within the college were re-clustered.
The 2001 football season marked the last time UI would have to play most of its home games at Martin Stadium in Pullman. Home games will now be played at the Kibbie Dome.

Construction was ongoing on campus. The J.A. Albertson business building opened in the summer of 2002. Other projects included a new residence hall.
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ditor: Bree Hart
Above: Fans from CNR Hall cheer the women's basketball team as it takes on Pacific. Left: Brian Lathrop and other Vandal fans cheer as the UI football team scores a touchdown in the Kibbie Dome. With help from the fans, the Vandals won their last home game of the season.
Above: Kellen Smick holds a pair of sunglasses for Nic Fuzzell to use as he puts on the finishing touches of face paint to show his Vandal pride at the BSU football game at Martin Stadium.

Left: UI President Bob Hoover and his wife cheer loudly as the men’s basketball team plays Portland at the Kibbie Dome.
The day of the dead is a traditional Mexican holiday, much like the American holiday of Memorial Day. It is a time when Mexican families remember their dead and the continuity of life.

The celebration usually consists of altars and ceremonial symbols to honor loved ones. Many altars traditionally include flowers to symbolize the brevity of life, candles and favorite foods of the person being remembered.

The UI celebration of the day of the dead involves all of the Moscow community.

Angela Hernandez is comforted by Margaret Salazar shortly after the march commemorating the Day of the Dead. Hernandez carried a sign to remember her best friend and a candle for her father.

A participant of the Day of the Dead procession holds a display in honor of those who lost lives as a result of attacks in Afghanistan.
Dancers enjoy a performance by local jam band Oracle Shack at the Moscow Renaissance Fair. The 29th annual fair had more than 130 vendors.

Audience members dance during a performance by Oracle Shack at the Moscow Hemp Festival. Hemp Fest was organized to provide education and raise awareness of the benefits of hemp.
The ASUI is the governing organization of undergraduate students at the University of Idaho. Thirteen elected senators are assigned to living groups, colleges, boards and organizations.

These students, along with the ASUI President and Vice President, serve as student liaisons to the administration.

ASUI creates policy to benefit the student population and manages student fees that support ASUI boards, programs and events.
Above: Candidates spoke to students at the debates held in the Idaho Commons. Right: Elected 2002 ASUI Vice President Bob Uebelher President Kasey Swisher hand out fliers near the library. The fliers promoted the Everclear singer Art Alexakis’ concert on campus.
On Saturdays during six months of the year, Moscow's Farmers' Market is alive with music, arts and crafts booths, and vegetable and fruit vendors from the Inland Northwest.

The Moscow Farmers' Market draws vendors and shoppers from a 150-mile radius. The market, which celebrated its 25th year, opens every Saturday between the first week in May and the last week in October.

The event allows vendors to sell their goods at their own price to the public.

Above: These wooden trucks from Thomas A. Kinnaman's Little Woodsmith Toys are just one example of crafts sold at the market.

Right: Christopher Carson enjoys the tomatoes from country gardens.
The Snake River Six performs during Farmers Market. The Snake River Six is lead by Wally Friel.

People enjoy a variety of food at the market, including this barbecued meal.

Patty Alvarec is serving tamales at her booth, Patty's Mexican Food, at Farmers Market.
Above left: John Clayton plays the bass at the Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival. Above right: Eve Cornelious sings Soloring Book in the Jazz Festival concert in a performance at the Kibbie Dome. Left: Wally Gator Watson performs on drums during the Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival concert in the Kibbie Dome.
Tricia Burcell, John Hammond, Lisa Ray and Eric Mack, members of UI Jazz Combo, sing Moon Glow during a competition at the Lionel Hampton School of Music Recital Hall.

Kristy Osmunson sings You Don't Know What Love Is while Spencer Martin plays drums in the college student competition in the Clearwater Room in the Commons.
The University of Idaho is no stranger to snow; much of the year is spent in a winter wonderland. Students gather to head out for skiing and snowboarding trips. But for students who can’t afford the trips or don’t have the time, they find their own creative ways to enjoy the snow. In fact many mornings you can wake up and see an array of new interesting and creative “snow sculptures” around campus created by “snow fairies” the previous night.

**Top left:** Clif Neely of Delta Tau Delta concentrates on his next move as he slides down a rail on a snowboard in front of the fraternity house. **Bottom left:** Chris Reeder rides his bike down the snow covered hill by the Kibbie Dome during a break between classes. Other students took advantage of the first snow of the year by by building snowmen and snowboarding down campus hills. **Below:** Mike Barber and Chad Klein build a huge snowman on the hill by the Hartung Theatre.
Along with community members and organizations, the UI and WSU hockey teams helped get the ice rink in Moscow. The rink is too small to play adult regulation games, but their efforts provided the community and UI students another option for winter fun.

**Top left:** Lily Tarabulski talks to Laura Tuck as she ties her ice skates. **Bottom left:** Boone Johnson of Delta Tau Delta loses his snowboard on a jump in front of his fraternity house. **Below:** Brenda Tarkinton guides Elizabeth Mozingo at her first ice skating lesson at the Moscow ice skating rink.
Gosh Darn Independence week, known more as "God Damn Independence" by students, is a week especially for resident hall students. It is their chance to show their independence from other living groups. Since many resident hall students are freshman and sophomores, it shows their independence from family and parents. During the week the resident halls hold barbecues, athletic competitions and skits.

Left: Why, oh why did I agree to this? A residence halls student participates in a GDI skit. Below left: Participation was high during GDI skit nights. Below right: Residence hall students play a game of ultimate frisbee during GDI Week.
Left: Lynette Arnzen from Carter Hall hits the ball back to the Steel House team at the volleyball competition held at the Wallace Complex. Above: The things we do to show our independence. Resident Hall members get funky during GDI week.

Residents of Engineering Hall tell people their fortunes by the scent of their shoe during a GDI week skit. Each hall had to incorporate items and sayings such as pickles and "zesty" into its skit.
During Greek Week, Greek students get together to perform skits, sing songs and decorate their houses, all for the sake of competition. This year’s theme of house decoration was “Greeks on Vacation” and the theme for skits was “GTV.” Greek Week provides a chance for Greeks to show their pride and have fun as a community.

Ahoy! Members of the Sigma Chi fraternity straight ahead! The boys set sail, full speed ahead for Greek Week.

Matt Ross is taping up the sign onto AKL. Since they can’t really leave yet it looks like the Greeks were doing some wishful thinking when they came up with the house decorating theme this year.
Kasey Cochran paints the U.S.S. Delta Gamma Cruise Ship for her house's decorations for Greek Week.

Matt Ross paints Dan O'Brien's star as one of the finishing touches of the AKL house decoration. AKL theme is Road trip California. House Decoration is the first competition of Greek Week. Greek games competition and jingles will be this weekend.
It's a Mystery was the theme of Homecoming 2001. Some guys from Farmhouse gathered outside of their house to ponder the mystery.

Every year students make their way through campus during the Homecoming serpentine to end up at Guywicks field for the popular Homecoming bonfire.

Chrisman Hall members showed their UI spirit by participating in the Homecoming parade.
Sax players in the Vandal Marching Band proceed down New Greek Row for the Homecoming Serpentine.

Katie Chadband and Nolana Rapozo rely on their artistic skills for the Pi Beta Phi's homecoming decorations.

It's a grooooovy mystery, yeah baby. Houston and Graham Hall members Heather Roberston as Vanessa Kennigston and Justin Powell as Austin Powers are looking shagtastic.
Brandi Holms and Homecoming Committee members are the people behind all of the hard work. They were the final float of the Homecoming Parade strolling down Main Street.

The UI pet club saddled up and rode through the Homecoming parade.
Joe Vandal drags a helpless Ragin Cajun from the stage during Vandal Jingles.

A member of the Kappa Delta fraternity dressed in all pink to better their chances of winning the Vandal Jingles competition.
Jeff Cowman makes a drink for a customer at Casa De Oro during the Moscow Mardi Gras celebration.

Moscow Mardi Gras is probably one of the biggest annual events in Moscow. The streets are filled with people and there's a party on every corner. You may even actually forget you're in Moscow for a few seconds.

Moscow Mardi Gras however is not just two wild nights of chaos and mayhem. During the day and early evenings there is food, music, concerts and contests for people of all ages and walks of life to enjoy.

But beware when night falls — it's time to party and get some beads.

On Mardi Gras night, lines of people stretch for blocks as they wait to get into the bars and businesses holding celebrations.

The Beach entices its Mardi Gras customers with free beer. It also features a wet T-shirt contest that draws many people in, especially those older than 18 but not yet 21 who want to celebrate party style on Mardi Gras.
The softer side of Moscow Mardi Gras

Elsa Cumming from the Latah County Library District ties a balloon hat for the kids at the Mardi Gras celebration at Eastside Market Place.

Teresa Heilman, a volunteer, paints an animal's face on 9-year-old Christopher J. Ellis at the Mardi Gras celebration at Eastside Market Place.

Left: Charlie Lynch and his 3-year-old daughter Brittaney Lynch put glue on their Mardi Gras mask before they put on the glitter. Above: Lori Randall gets a Tarot Reading by Cynthias Nelson at the Mardi Gras celebration at the Eastside Market Place.
UI spring break trip participants fill their water bottles at one of the few springs in the area. Water is often hard to find in the desert and one must be prepared to carry enough for a few days at a time.

UI sponsored alternative spring breaks for the outdoors type.

A lot of the time spring break means road trip. For the broke students, taking a drive to a nearby destination is a lot cheaper than a flight to an exotic location.
Lee Hurlbutt takes advantage of the snow as he snowboards down the Delta Tau Delta Hill. Even though it was spring break, many students headed to the mountains for a few more days of fun in the snow.

Those stuck in Moscow for spring break still found a way to escape reality for the week. Of course, for many students, alcohol consumption wasn't something reserved only for special events and breaks.
Above left: Wyatt Buchanan shakes hands with Kurt Olsson, the dean of the College of Letters and Science, as he picks up his Journalism and Mass Communication diploma at the Letters and Science graduation in the Kibbie Dome. Above right: Laura Kauffman, a graduate of Public Communication poses for a picture with her cousins Jenny and Becky Kelsch after the Letter and Science graduation in the Kibbie Dome. Right: After the graduates from the College of Letters and Science march in and grab a seat, they turn to their friends and family that supported them as they attended UI.
Family and friends watch the Education faculty march as they lead the Education graduates into the Kibbie Dome before the Graduation ceremony.

Above: Graduates form the Letter and Science cheer on their fellow graduates as they pick up their diploma during the Letters and Science ceremony in the Kibbie Dome. Right: Cleo Fleming from the theatre faculty gives a big hug to Forest Aylsworth after he received his master in Theatre Art at the Letters and Science graduation in the Kibbie Dome.
News editor Annie Gannon and copy desk chief Matt McCoy say goodbye to David Browning, the 2001-02 Argonaut editor in chief.

Jade Janes, Argonaut managing editor, watches Jamia Hammon design a page for the sports section.

Shauna Greenfield, an Argonaut photographer, adjusts the crop on her sheep pictures for the last issue of the paper.

Ben Bryan, a advertisement representative for the Argonaut advertisement, updates his records.

Chad Stutzman, a graphic artist for the Argonaut advertisement, goes through dummy sheets to double check the size of an advertisement.
Members of the Gem of the Mountains yearbook staff take a break for a moment for a group picture at the end of the year Student Media banquet, held behind the Student Union Building.

Left: Station manager Tyson Carpenter shows off the variety of music that KUOI FM 89.3 plays. Above: Ben Kluckhohn, Josh Mattoon and Bennett Yankey host a radio show at Palousefest August 2001.
Above: J.D. Tovey III, a student worker, is digging a new spot for the plant while Jason Transtrum, a student worker, is holding and checking to see if the hole is deep enough. Tovey and Transtrum are working on their Saturday chores. The group of students works for five hours each Saturday doing Arboretum maintenance. Right: Steve Church is digging a foundation for a marble bench that a person donated money for. This year, twenty-seven benches were donated to the Arboretum. People have donated benches as dedication to another person. The benches are placed everywhere in the Arboretum for people to sit down on and enjoy the scenery.
Above: Paul Warnick, Arboretum Horticulturist, installs permanent rocks on the bubble pond in the wet, muddy weather. This is one of the final steps in installing the pond. The rocks help the water flow down through the network and secure the walls.

Left: Steve Church, a student worker at the arboretum, is finishing smoothing out the cement in the installation of a bronze plaque before the bad weather, so it isn't damaged by the cement. People donate money to dedicate a tree to a person. More than 100 trees and groves have been dedicated; engraving started in 1985.
Josh Drown ties scald around the trees to prepare them for the winter weather. The scald protects the trees with smooth bark and little plants from the snow and the ice that damages the bark. It also insulates the trees and small plants from both the water evaporating and sun reflecting at a lower angle.

Paul Warnick, Arboretum Horticulturist, orients the lichen and mosses boulders for the Xeriscape garden, for attractive landscape drought-tolerant landscape plants. Generous family gardeners donated the boulders to the Arboretum. The garden is one of the new additions to the Arboretum for Fall of 2001. The Arboretum workers will start working on the major planting next spring.
Left: Tony Johnson from Johnson Excavating Services Inc. uses a track hoe to dig ditches for the steams of the Bubble Ponds. It took about three days to dig the ponds. The scheduled digging was postponed a couple times due to the weather. Below: Richard Naskali, Arboretum director, instructs the track hoe operator to pick up the weir walls for the Bubble Pond project. The walls were precast in Lewiston and help measure the water flow.
Above: Arboretum Director Richard Naskali gives a tour of the Arboretum to the students and their fathers during Dads Weekend. They stopped at the lilies as Naskali explained the different plants, trees, and the parts of the country they are from. He explained some of the future projects of the arboretum. Left: Large crowds gather to watch Turtle Derby during Mom's Weekend 2002.
The Jazz Choir performs for UI moms at the annual Mom's Weekend Breakfast.

Members are the Student Alumni Relations Board (SArb) are the true reason events like Mom's Weekend are such a great success. It takes true dedication to volunteer early Saturday mornings for these events.
Back row: Christy Kielen, Denny Falk, Bethany Yoder, Johanna Bokma, CeCe Hirsehi, Rajena Tuitahell and Ty Hirschi. Front row: Rob Thompson, Amanda DeRuwe, Katie Colyer, Nick Davis and Cassie Roberts.

Nick Davis washes a cow to get ready for a show.
Above: Amanda DeRuwe and Christy Keinlen stand by their bull that won second place in the Charlois in the Spokane Bull Sale. Left: Nick Davis, Bethany Yoder and Rajena Tuitahell stand by the Block and Bridle club float at the Homecoming parade.
Jason Pasqua as Le Vicomte de Valmont and Kelly Quinnett as La Presidente de Tourvel star in the play Les Liaisons Dangereuses, which was performed in the Hartung Theatre.

Ginnie Sutfin as Elizabeth, Erica Curnutte as Hattie and Jenny Davis as Amy Lee star in Laundry and Bourbon. The play was about three women in Texas in 1976. It was performed in Shoup Hall.

Jason Pasqua as Le Vicomte de Valmont and Nike Imoru as La Marquise de Merteuil perform in Les Liaisons Dangereuses.
Above: Justin Horn as Father Dewis, Jeanne Marie Johnson as Shelly, Jill Yarbrough as Halie, Josh Harris as Bradle and Ryan Brown as Dodge star in the Unborn Child, which was performed in Shoup Hall. Left: Peter Riggs as C.C. Showers, Brian Turpin as Buddy Layman and Britt Heisel as Norma Henshaw star in the The Diviners, a tragic comedy performed in the Kiva Theatre.
Aurora Cody performs in "In...Security" choreographed by Leisa Whitehead. It was one of the performances on the Dancers, Drummers and Dreamers production at the Hartung Theatre.
Above: Dance performers dance in Soaring, the first performance in Illuminations at the Hartung Theatre. Left: Joe Probasco attracts the women as they dance to Lady Marmilade in the dance performance A Chorus Line's Revenge. It is part of many performances in Illuminations production at the Hartung Theatre.
ROTC

UI and WSU students gather around a tank at the field training exercise at Fort Lewis, Wash., in April.

Left: Sophomore Christopher Lilleg checks the swiss scat at the repelling lab in the Kibbie Dome in March. Below: Sophomore Steven Cartor, Kevin Springer, and Chad Montgomery pose for a picture as they get ready to repel at the repelling Lab in the Kibbie Dome in March.
Above: A pilot shows UI and Washington State ROTC members the Black Hawk helicopter at the Field Training Exercise at Fort Lewis, Wash., in April. Left: Senior Mike Throckmorton is briefing an operation under diving squad exercise during the Field Training Exercise at Fort Lewis. Below: John Jacobs a junior in ROTC, works on army pushups at the repelling lab in the Kibbie Dome.
Mechanical Engineers Dana Wenstrom and Nathan Bradbury describe their clean snowmobile project to Peter Robichaud from Rocky Mountain Research Station at the Engineer Expo beginning of May at the SUB. Robichaud and Bradbury took first place in the Society Automobile Engineer snowmobile competition.

The CNC Reed Profiler also designs music notes from the programs in the computer.

Bryan Crookham tries out the taping station that is used to make duct work for airplanes at the Engineer Expo at the SUB in the beginning of May. The project was used in the Spokane Boeing.
Above: Nick Cunningham demonstrates the CNC Reed Profiler during the Engineer Expo at the SUB in May.
Left: Kristy Stevens demonstrates the Drop-NGlow project at the Engineer Expo. The objective of the project is to design, fabricate and test a device capable of rapidly transferring items into radioactively contaminated glovebox.
**Writing Center**

Above: Tutor Peter Leman looks over Miyuki Shirai’s final for architecture at the Writing Center during dead week. Top right: Jonathan Holder works with Mary Ann Judges, director of the Writing Center. Middle right: Students use the computers in the Writing Center to work on papers. While working on their papers, students have the opportunity to ask tutors for help. Bottom right: The tutors at the Writing Center help students with their final papers during dead week.
Above: Cheryl Dudley, a tutor at the Writing Center, goes over a student's paper to check for spelling and grammar. The Writing Center is a free service that helps students with their papers. Left: Mystic Winckler, a tutor at the Writing Center, reads Gretchan Johnson's final for English 210 during dead week.
Alumni and current faculty, students from throughout the state rode the Homecoming float celebrating 100 years of the college.

Curtis Rainboh, Clay Seamrons, Ade Snider and Tom Ireland, members of the Plant Science club, man their booth.
Le ft: Agribusiness club members Lacy Price and Kyle Ransom enjoy the sights during the national quiz bowl competition in Chicago. Below: UI rodeo team members Cameron Mulrony, Amanda Moore, and Alexis Lillie put the "fun" in fundraiser at Ag Days.

Ag Student Affairs Council officers Krista Ovthel, reporter, and Lindy Hill, president, sell shirts at Ag Days.
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Freshman Mike Wakefield watches junior Ed Rankin tackle a Ragin' Cajun. UI lost the game.

Ethan Jones pushes a Ragin' Cajuns player away during the Homecoming game.

Quarterback John Welsh throws a pass against the Ragin' Cajuns during the Homecoming game in the fall.
Senior quarterback John Welsh prepares for a play during the Homecoming game.

UI quarterback John Welsh stumbles through the Ragin' Cajun defense during the Vandal Homecoming game at Martin Stadium in Pullman.

Antjuan Tolbert from Portland, Ore., checks to see if the player he just tackled is all right after the fall.

Sergio Robleto tries to tackle a Boise State University player during the BSU game at Martin Stadium.

2001 Results

Washington State-L  
Arizona-L  
Montana-L  
Washington-L  
Boise State-L  
Middle Tennessee State-L  
New Mexico State-L  
Louisiana-Lafayette-L  
Arkansas State-L  
Louisiana-Monroe-W  
North Texas-L
A BSU player tries to dodge the UI defense player at Martin Stadium.

Vandals Jordan Lampos and Ed Rankin struggle with Ragin' Cajuns Carlos Hicks and Jerome Coleman for control of the ball during the Homecoming game.

Freshman safety Mike Wakefield and senior Wil Beck watch as NMSU pulls ahead with a two-point conversion late in the fourth quarter at New Mexico.
Ragin' Cajuns defensive end Charles Phillips and UI quarterback John Welsh slide into the end zone for a Vandal touchdown during the UI Homecoming game.

Above left: UI's Jordan Lampos tackles a Ragin' Cajuns player at the Homecoming game at Martin Stadium in Pullman. Above right: UI's Devon Ford and Ragin' Cajun Andre George try to get a hand on the football during the Homecoming game. Left: UI players Ed Rankin (No. 4) and Simeon Stewart (No. 22) take down Ragin' Cajun Ivan Taylor during the Homecoming game.
Laura McCaffrey bumps the ball in the game against Cal State-Fullerton at Memorial Gym.

Laura McCaffrey dives to save a spike during the match against Cal Poly.

The defensive play by Sarah Meek, Kristin DeBello and Megan Ogden wasn't enough to stop this play by Northridge player Alexis Cormier.
Laura McCaffrey spikes the ball past two Utah State blockers at Memorial Gym.

Mandy Becker hits the ball past Lisa Borom and Michelle Matheson from Utah State University.

Laura McCaffrey dives for the ball in the game against Cal State Fullerton in Memorial Gym.
Left: Megan Ogden spikes the ball past a Cal State blocker in the game in the Memorial Gym.

Bottom left: Anna-Marie Hammond tips a shot over the Cougar defense at Washington State University.

Bottom right: Mindy Marques bumps the ball at the game against Utah State in the Memorial Gym.
Megan Ogden spikes the ball past a Washington State blocker in the game at Pullman.

Above: Heather Kniss reaches out to bump the ball as her teammates stand by for support during the game against Cal State-Fullerton. Left: Mindy Marques sets up as Laura McCaffrey serves during the first match. The Vandals won the match 30-25.
Idaho's Jennifer Keibel passes through the legs of Sacramento State's Karalee Narimatsu.

Laura Humphreys tries to get the ball in the goal in the game against Montana at Guy Wicks Field.

Jaci Pelton tries to kick the ball while her Northridge Matadors opponent is momentary looking away in the soccer game at Guy Wicks Field.
Sarah Melby slides into kicking the ball in the game against Oregon State.

Emily Nelson tries to get to the ball before her opponent in the game against Oregon State.

UI's Emily Nelson knocks the ball away from Sacramento's Marisa Mercado.
Senior Guard Bethuel Fletcher looks for a way around the Boise State defense. The Vandals lost 44-70 to the visiting Broncos.

Coach Leonard Perry plans out a play with the basketball team in the game against Pacific in the Cowan Spectrum.

Marquis Holmes squeezes between two Pacific players at the Cowan Spectrum.

Matt Gerschefske looks for an open pass around an All-Star defender during the Vandals' first exhibition game.
UI played Cal State Fullerton Feb. 16 in the Cowan Spectrum.

Vandal forward Rodney Hillaire drops in two of his team-high 16 points against the Northwest All-Stars.

Scores
2001-2002 Season
Wins-8
Losses 15
Rodney Hillaire reaches to rebound a shot missed by UC Irvine at the Cowan Spectrum.

Tyrone Hayes jumps up past the Western Montana players in the game at Memorial Gym Nov. 16. Vandals won the game 86-72.

Above: Matt Gerschefske is pushed into Boise State's Richard Morgan as the two try to rebound a shot missed by the Vandals. The Broncos made 34 rebounds to the Vandals' 17 during the game. Left: David Howell drive past his Pacific opponent in the game at the Cowan Spectrum.
DANCE TEAM
UC Irvine's Cindy Oparah swats the ball to a teammate before UI's Julie Wynstra can get a hand on it during the tipoff.

Meg LeBlanc dribbles by two Long Beach players Jan. 12 at Memorial Gym.
Ul's Julie Wynstra puts up a shot against a Mirabel Bansika Bystricka player at Memorial Gym.

Keisha Moore looks around UC Irvine's Christina Callaway for a path to the basket.

2001-2002 Season
11 wins
16 losses
CHEERLEADING
Cheerleaders cheer on the women’s basketball team as they play Pacific in the last home game.
A member of the UI hockey club is pursued by a member of the Washington State University team as he heads for the goal.

Above: The 2001-2002 Men's hockey team. Right: A member of the UI hockey club streaks toward the goal during a game against Washington State University at the Latah County Fairgrounds.
JV goalie Tyler Thomas prepares to defend the goal during a game.

A member of the Ul hockey club drives the puck toward the goal during a game against Washington State University Dec. 7, 2001, at the Latah County Fairgrounds. The Vandals beat the Cougars 8 - 2.

A player takes control of the puck.
Members of the UI baseball team congratulate Matt Walch after he hit his two run home run in the fourth inning during the 11-4 win over Eastern Washington University April 20.

Left top: Kevin Jeffries tries to beat the ball to the base.
Left bottom: Infielder Colby Sattler gets ready to apply the tag in an effort to pick off a Boise State base runner.
Below: Mike Halloway rounds the third base on his way to score for the Vandals.
UI Lauren Cuvala steps back as Jessica Crocker touches first base for an out.

Above left: Miranda Smith safely slides into third base against WSU. Above right: Holly Hall rounds seconds base when she hits the ball past BSU players. Left: Holly Hall, second base, and Michelle Dahl, short stop, help each other to get the BSU batter out as she slides into first base in the game against BSU at the City Parks in Pullman. UI won 10-4.
Stephen De Silva dives for the tennis ball during a match against Lewis-Clark State College at the tennis courts near Memorial Gym. The Vandals beat LCSC 7-0.

Eddie Brisbois hits the ball back to LCSC opponent.

Fredrik von Sydow hits the ball back to his LCSC opponent.

Hector Mucharraz takes his eye off the ball as he returns it to his opponent in the match against University of Montana.
Coach Greg South gives the women tennis team a pep talk before they play against Montana State at the tennis courts by the Kibbie Dome.

Left: Coach Greg South gives Larissa Nicoll a high five as he introduces the players before the game against Montana State at the tennis courts behind the PEB. Above: Larissa Nicoll dives for the ball in the doubles match against Montana State at the tennis courts.
Tom Lloyd and Brent Brown begin the 400-meter dash competition in the Vandal Jamboree at Dan O Brien Field.

Dustin Gregston tosses the disc in the discus event in the Vandal Jamboree.

Sarah Deboer clears the bar in the high jump competition in the Vandal Jamboree at Dan O Brien Field.

Allen Kapofu prepares to land in the triple jump event in the Vandal Jamboree.
Brent Brown crosses the finish line as his teammates Tyrel Stevenson and Tom Lloyd approach the line in the 400 meter dash competition in the Vandal Jamboree held at Dan O'Brien Field.

Left: Brooke Vogel leads the women in the 3,000 meter run in the Vandal Jamboree at Dan O'Brien Field. Above: Cathy Schmidt winds up to throw the disc in the discus event in the Vandal Jamboree at Dan O'Brien Field.
Left: Lindzee Frei hits a sand shot at the Vandal Invitational. The women’s team placed first in the event.

Below left: Pete Williams hits a shot at the Vandal Invitational.

Below right: Taylor Cerjan tees off at the tenth hole in the Vandal Invitational.
Women's golf team celebrates after winning the Vandal Invitational.

Travis Inlow practices at the UI driving range.

Noelle Hamilton gets watches her putt almost drop for a birdie.

Nicole Keller lines up her putt.

Doug McClure practices.

Julie Wells tees off.

Left: Jeremy Ahola at the WSU Invitational. Right: Ben Hopkins follows his ball down the lane at the WSU Invitational in October.
Ryan Beckman rides bareback at a rodeo in Pocatello.

Amanda Moore holds tightly to her horse as she participates in a rodeo in Vale, Ore.

Cameron Mulrony rides for eight seconds on his bull in Odessa, Texas.

UI had two region champions this year. Congratulations to Leo Baptiste and Cameron Mulrony.

Above: Amanda Moore rides around a barrel during a rodeo at Vale, Ore. Above right: Leo Baptiste ropes a cow at an event in Vale, Ore.
INTRAMURALS
Adam Joslin runs past three Washington State players. UI lost the A match by two tries.

Above left: Brian Murphy tackles a Washington State player as the ball comes out of the scrum in the rugby match at Washington State. UI lost the A match by two tries but won the B side. Above right: The men's rugby team lost to Central Washington University 14-7 at the rugby tournament at Guy Wicks Field at the UI. Right: Tony Rajek tries to squeeze past Washington State rugby players in the match at Washington State.
Shon Meyer, an intern, tests a machine to make sure it is in good condition before the Rec Center opens.

Above: A huge crowd uses the new free weights at the opening of the Student Rec Center. Left: After the long wait, students test out the rowing machines during the grand opening of the rec center.
Right: The Student Recreation Center during construction. **Below right:** A student tests out the new equipment. **Below:** The basketball court shows off the Idaho Vandals logo.

The new equipment was a great addition to the Student Rec Center. It gets use while students enjoy the television shows of their choice.

The climbing wall was one of the biggest projects that Entre Prises worked on.
Laura Markmann leads the Nia class. Nia works on mind, body and spirit. Nia can be adaptable to any level of fitness and age.

Above: Students work out to music that supports their body and breathing in the Nia class in the all-purpose gym. This is the fifth year the Nia class has been offered. Nia works out mind, body and spirit. Left: John Potter works on his golf swing during Golf 106 in front of the PEB.
Clarity Wolff and Sean Lecoultre practice a swing move during ballroom dance class in the PEB.

Above: Professor Stoll teaches The Pretzel to a student in ballroom dance. This is one of many swing moves. Left: Jaret Frafjord works on his practice swing in a golf class in front of the PEB.
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Lisa Winter, Danielle Baker and Shanna enjoy the sunshine and new AGDs on Bid Day Aug. 20.

Jenny Renner, Angela Vold, Kim Chase and Kasey Hall don't normally dress like this; they're dolled up for Halloween.

It's a Feast of Roses for the Alpha Gamma Delta women. The women who pledged last fall were just initiated.
Missy Hoover, Kim Chace, Galin Wikkum, Susi Barroso, Bethany McMillan, Mardi Staley, Kim Young and Ernn Reese are Alpha Gamma Delta girls who just want to have fun.

Julie Jensen, Gretchen Bredesen, Brandi Webb, Ingrid Henry, and Sara Bartles on one of the many functions the AGD ladies pair with fraternities to do.

AGDs Mandi Staley, Jennifer Tucker, and Kim Chace celebrate being found­ed at Syracuse with Gamma Phis and A-Phis at a Mardi Gras Dance.

Who needs ladies in red, these AGDs look great in white Heather Whittam, Kim Chase, Kim Young and Kristi McCullon.

Fresh baked cookie colorers Challise Cox, Krista Goode, Jenny Polumsky, Mandi Staley, Kim Chace, Lisa Shaw, and Jennifer Tucker decorate with their AGD alums.
Formally yours, Liz Nee, Laura Mastellar, Carolyn Sali and Laura Knapp are at the A-phi Silver and Bordeaux dance.

Crazy Alpha Phis ham up for the cameras running around on Bid Day. Looks like they got a silly group of recruits to liven up their house.

Autumn Halazon, Mary Baron, Carrie Rahm, Vanessa Feraci, Amy Tomasini, Jena Lippincott, Lisa Bell, McKenzie Christensen and Tracy Ilhi wait for the doors to open on tour day of recruitment week.

ALPHA PHI
Above: It's mud slide time! The Alpha Phis joined the Delta Tau Delta fraternity along with other fraternities and sororities for the Delt mud slide. Katie Buch, Tara Wood, Emilee Scudder, McKenzie Christensen, Jen Pentzer, Laura Masteller, Stephanie Hitchcock, Barbara Kale, Jessica Maxwell, Hadley Cole and Amy Hargrove. Left top: Laura Masteller, Leslie, Jen Pentzer, Molly O'Brian and Jessica Hertling go sledding at the Delts lawn. Left bottom: These Aphi ladies serenade for the Phi Kappa Tau Watermelon Bust. They took first place.

All about the Ivy Cup, these A-phis brave the cold weather to coach their fraternity teams for their philanthropy project.

Jessica Hertling, Vicki Schwartz, Leslie, Laura Masteller, Emily Scudder and Kori Unger are about to be initiated into Alpha Phi and receive their big sisters.
Cassie Kilgore, Abby Phillips, Brandy Janicek and Julia Brumer enjoy themselves during Tri Delta and Beta Theta Phi ice skating.

Shining like stars are Tri-Deltas Cassie Kilgore, Heather Lascano, Kelsie Kirkland, Melissa Coman and Angela Rudeen with their dates at Stars and Crescent Ball.

Ho, ho, ho. Snow is on the ground and the ladies of Tri Delta are celebrating at their annual Pine Party.

DELTA DELTA DELTA
Above: Alexis Pond, Anna Drescher and Megan Taylor show their charity spirit at the Halloween philanthropy with AKL and Farmhouse. Right: These ladies are excited to find out they are family at the Tri Delta Big Sis/Little Sis Revelation.

Kelly McDowell, Summer Smith and Laura Barker were initiated as women of Delta Delta Delta during the summer.
Above: These DGs are ready for the red carpet, or they’re ready for the Delta Gamma Cream Rose Formal. Right: These Delta Gamma women are excited to find out who their big or little sisters are.

These Delta Gamma women were lucky enough to be swept off their feet at the Delta Chi fraternity’s formal dance.
These DGs helped celebrate the initiation of the new Sigma Nu fraternity members.

Suiting up for Anchor Splash, the Delta Gamma philanthropy, these DGs are ready to dive into the deep end.

Delta Gammas philanthropy is Anchor Splash to raise money for Service Sight.
Congratulations to the Gamma Phis for taking the Phi Delta Theta Turtle Derby by storm. Heatherlee, Ashlee, Haley, Amanda, Lindsay, Jill and Andy participated in the skit portion of the contest.

Gamma Phi Beta takes recruitment seriously. These sophomores are looking forward to meeting incoming women at UI.

These Gamma Phi Beta girls participated in Greek Games 2002 on the weekend of Vandal Friday.
Carrie, Meredim, Lindsay, Becca, Ashlee, Amanda, and Katie are sneaky sophomores. They took off and didn’t tell any of the other members of their house. Hopefully their things didn’t get messed up while they were gone.

Gamma Phis know how to have fun karaoke style, whether they’re on key or not. Here are Casi, Trisha, Sara, Marianne, Lisa, Betsy, Roma and Aubrey.

These freshmen are sneaky too. This is Emily, Amy, Heidi, Amy, Jenny, Paige, Andy and Jill at the Freshman Sneak 2002.
Welcome back to campus! The Kappa Alpha Thetas returned to UI this year, making themselves known at spring philanthropies and through various activities.

The Thetas take a moment for pictures at the ground breaking of their new house.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

Jeni Rose, Lindsay Nagelmann and Jessica Roby on the Kappas raft trip in August 2001. The trip is held annually to welcome their new pledge class.

Seniors Jill Coles, Sidney Strong, Maggie McCollum, Jolie Richter, Julie Bell, Jaci Pelton, Melanie Adams, Katie Fife and Kim Askey surprise the rest of the house by decorating for Christmas.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappas Sidney Strong, Marni Mayes, Kim Benzel and Marni Mives carve pumpkins for Halloween. The pumpkins decorated the front porch of their house.

Blast to the past with Kappas Amaia Kirtland, Tasha Thomas, Miranda Melnyk, Jeni Rose, Katie McMurtrey, Jessica Roby, Alexis Elliott and Alyson Bookey for their Homecoming 2001 skit.

Kappas Anna Faller, Jenny Sue Anchondo, Teia De Young, Athena Jordan and Lindsay Utter entertain guests from SAE on Halloween.
Pi Beta Phi women pile up in their yard.

Greek living provides the women of Pi Beta Phi with plenty of opportunities to dress up.

The women of Pi Beta Phi in front of their home. The Pi Phi mascot is the angel.

Pi Beta Phi
Members of the Pi Beta Phi pledge class of 2001-02 wear their letters with pride in front of their house.
AGR men pose with their Alpha Gamma Delta dates while bowling after the AGD/AGR tie dinner. For tie dinners the fraternity men each send a tie to a sorority house. The women select a tie at random. Whomever the tie belongs to is their date for the night.

These AGRs are at their annual Colony Days Dance held at the Prospector in Moscow.
The men of AGR carve pumpkins with their house mother to celebrate Halloween.

Above: These AGR men take a break from snowmobiling at their fall Elk River Retreat. Left: AGRs Nate and Cameron shoot at clay targets at sharpshooter contest January 2002.
Two AKL men, BJ Harris and Joe Parce, enjoy warm, spring weather at the Alpha Kappa Lambda house.

The Alpha Kappa Lambda men organized an Easter Egg Philanthropy this year for the Moscow Care Center.
Ben Blanchard and Craig Zanetti stop at Mt. Rushmore on Spring Break during their road trip to other AKL chapters in 2002.

The Alpha Kappa Lambda men joined the women of the newly formed Kappa Alpha Theta to perform a skit together during Greek Week.
It's initiation night at Alpha Tau Omega and these men can't hide their excitement for their new members.

The men of ATO dress up for their Esquire Formal dance.
Left: These ATOs are showing their love for their brotherhood.
Below: These Alpha Tau Omega men enjoying themselves at their annual Esquire Formal.
This Beta Theta Pi pledge class of 2000 knows where to go for a good road trip Calgary, Canada. They went during the long Presidents Day weekend in 2001.

Climbing high are Betas Jess Giuffre, Josh Martz, John Townsend, Eric Cronin, Mike Mather and Micah Hundrup at the top of Whistler Mountain in Whistler, Canada.
Left: Along with other houses on campus, the men of Beta Theta Pi expressed their sentiments after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks in the form of a banner on their house.
Above: Shaun Allumbough, Billy Heyer and Roger Willtse play in a 24-hour softball marathon as a fund raiser.

Is that the Beta house pet? No, Jesse Bastian, Ben Chapman, Josh Elliott, J.P. Cramer, Tim Johnson, Brian Murphy, Kyle Boettcher and Lane Ward claim the goat is just visiting for Greek Week.
Above: Dave Church, Luke Crea, Mario Borgna, Phil Lent, Matt Mosman, Rob Bennett, Joe Lasven, Matt Jessup, Kneeling, Ryan Hanson and Kyle Hutchinson on the way to Delta Chi regional leadership conference. Right: Jim Bielemborg, Bo Alf, Luke Crea, Fred Jessup, Jay Webster, David Church, Ryan Hansen, Matt Mosman, John Fetters, Gunnan Gladics, Garrett Hudson, Mario Borgna and Rob Bennett at the Delta Chis first annual Gallon Challenge.

Left: Delta Chis Kyle Hutchinson and Phil Lent with their dates Laura masteller and Jessica Smith having fun at the Delta Chi and Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fall Cruise on Lake Coeur d'Alene. Above: It's a polyester wedding, D-chi style. Everyone is all done up with their 'fros and 70s style specs.
The D-chis and their guests are all set for the Delta Chis’ Paddle or Die Rafting Trip on the Salmon River outside of Riggins.

Yo, ho, ho. Matt Anderson, Brandon Leach, Tom Koelsch, Brady Lowe, Aaron Zachary, Jake Sellman and Colin Jasper fill sandbags for the moat at the famed Pirate’s Dance.
Farmhouse guys have brotherhood so deep, it doesn’t matter if you look cool or are covered in mud.

Smash it up. The Farmhouse guys invited potential new members to take a whack at a junk car during Recruitment Week in August 2001.
Taking a break from campus, the Farmhouse guys enjoy the fresh field air.

These fraternity men have a ton of spirit for the end of school. They just rocked their finals.
King of the Greeks King Kong theme was part of the Phi Delts decorations for Greek Week in 2001.

Taken from the Phi Delta Theta roof, here is a peak into their Moms Weekend Philanthropy Turtle Derby.

Unlike Shaggy and Scooby the men of Phi Delta Theta weren't clueless when it came to the It's a Mystery theme for homecoming. Here is their house decorated after the popular cartoon Scooby-doo.
During Battle of the Bands Phi Delt Clint Lentz drums the night away along with his band. Battle of the Bands was held on the Phi Delts front yard.

Here is holiday spirit at its best. Members of Phi Delta Theta hold their Christmas gift exchange.
Above left: Extreme Phi Kappa Tau member Luke Dupin catches air on his motorcycle. Above right: Keeping the Greek tradition alive, Phi Taus Jose Loya and Chris Connell flex their muscles and show off their togas.

Seal of approval, this is the Phi Tau coat of arms emblazoned on a plate given to the men of Phi Kappa Tau on their diamond anniversary on this campus.

**PHI KAPPA TAU**
Phi Taus Chris McConnell and Jason Oman show their true colors after the Watermelon Busts Paint Your Couch and Our Sister part of their philanthropy contests.

Above: The men of Phi Kappa Tau take a quick break from judging the lovely sound of serenading sororities. Left: Phi Tau sophomore Chris McConnell speaks his mind at the Leadership Academy 2001.
The Pikes and Kappa Kappa Gamma women show their Vandal spirit at Homecoming 2001. It's no mystery who was fried during the game though.

The men of Pi Kappa Alpha go all out for their formal dance out of the United States, that is. They held their dance in Canada.

Pi Kappa Alpha
From the Village People to sports stars, the Pikes are enjoying their Halloween costume party.

Left: The Pike sitting down is watching his life flash before his eyes as one of his brothers leaps over him on a snowboard. This is how the Pikes enjoy the weather. Above: The residents of Pi Kappa Alpha enjoy their school-time residence.
Joe Vandal vandalizes the SAE house and hangs out with the members.

Here is the SAE house at Homecoming 2001. The mystery is what their theme was? Will we ever know?

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Back for Homecoming are the Sigma Alpha Epsilon alumni. They came to see the guys and meet the newest members of their house.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon’s flag football team in action during intramurals in the fall. SAE won the 2001 flag football championship.
Above: An alumni member gives the Significant Sig award to UI President Bob Hoover. **Top right:** Sigma Chi members participate in their Homecoming skit. **Right:** Chad McVicars and Matt Shewmaker at Sigma Chi Date-a-Sig try to raise money for the Children's Miracle Network.

Members of Sigma Chi serenade their sweetheart, Britney Larson of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
For Halloween Sigma Chi men Matt Shewmaker and Sam Canner carve pumpkins with Moscow Elementary School students. Above: At the Sigma Chi raft trip the men welcomed their potential new members near Riggins.

Yoshi Pitkin, Rob Clonse, David Judd, Iven Thompson and Bob Uebelher play cards at Casino Night to raise funds at Washington State University Dads Weekend.
Above: These Dels are all over the sunshine, sitting behind their house catching some rays.

Left: Two Dels enjoy the large hill in back of their house. This hill provides fun for all seasons, whether it's mud slides or sledding, but watch out for streakers from their pledge class.
Members of Sigma Nu on their annual trip to Elk River.

These Sigma Nus are enjoying their Halloween party with the Sigma Chis and Delta Chis.
Ryan Dobler, Michael Zobott, Crystal Jones, Annie Keirnes, Jeremiah Phillips, Evan Emerson, Brian Hill, Johanna Bokma, Kristen Shelburg, Lynn Gehring, Krista Gehring, Krista Miller, Spencer Ware, Joey Puccinelli, Emerald Coler, Andrea Panozzo, Jami Panozzo, Jami Chamberlin, Michele Tyler, Adrianne Jameson, Carrie Joslin, Claire McCann and Aaron Schwenhen

Sarah Daws, Adrianne Jameson, Carrie Joslin and Cassi Bishop dress up just for fun and hang out in their hall lounge.
Left: Lynn Gehring takes a study break to play with her Slinky in her room. Below: Carrie Joslin, Cassie Bishop and Adrianne Jameson play in the hallway of Ag Hall.

What a bright idea Kristen Shelburg has while she studies for a science test in her room.
True Vandal spirit resides in the residents of Borah Hall.


BORAH
Residents of Borah Hall show their Vandal pride at a football game. **Right:** No better date than a first one! For this student from Borah Hall, this courting event is a way to get to know more people.

Borah Hall residents ham it up. The hall boasted of its outgoing inhabitants.
Lynette Arnzen poses as someone from Agriculture Hall during courting with Gault Hall.


CARTER
These women from Carter Hall enjoy a TV night together. Television provided a break from school work.

Residents of Carter Hall practice their skit before courting with Gault Hall.
Above: Residents of Chrisman Hall find a more creative way to express Vandal pride during Homecoming week. Right: A student from Chrisman Hall hits the slopes on a weekend away from campus.
Kyle Knowlton, Andy Baldus, Nathaniel Floyd Tiegs, Jennifer Rose Ritzke, Wyatt Andrew Huffman, Forrest Seymour, Sam Golbuff, Robert Gravening, Trevor James Bush, Jennifer Stables, Stephen McCarthy, Jocelyn Dickie, Rebecca Clapperton, Ethan Lane, Kathha Huber, Brian Doyle, Cormia Ghods-mfindi, Allan Peterson, Dominika Banasik, Rachel Mackey, Josh Lohff, Ryan Lothrop, and Jessica Crocker.

Mike Stakley, T.J. Bush, Lisa Roberts, Brian Doyl, Andy Balders, Wyatt Huffman, Arnonon Clan, Nate Tiegs and Justin Spinner sit on their float at the starting point for the Homecoming parade.
Engineering Hall went on a skiing trip to Silver Mountain in Kellogg, Idaho. Skiing was one of the most popular hall activities along with trips to Spokane.

Hall president Jeremy Fromm flips hamburgers at the Engineering Hall barbeque. More than $350 was spent to put on the event.
Residents of Engineering Hall stand next to their sled minutes before the competition begins. Sleds were judged on speed and number of passengers it could hold. Engineering Hall took first place.

The builders of the sled proudly stand next to their for the resident halls sled competition. Participants had to make a sled out of cardboard and duct tape.
The women living in Forney Hall 2001-2002

FORNEY
Left: Resident assistant Peggy Brown and Forney's Kristen Greenfield show their spirit by dressing up for the 2001 Tower Trick or Treat. Below: Crystal Renner, Melissa Miller, Heather Gregory, Chrysa Hise, Alison Breckon, Jennifer Benscotter, Natalie Paasch, Laura Wells, Lisa Hertzberg, Kristen Greenfield, Katie Haese, Ricci Reavis, Maia Hawkes, Veronica Meyer, Alexa Will and Anne Wright
Left: Kelsie Wahlin and Janelle Anderson-Chalker had to improvise chestnuts roasted on an open fire during the Christmas season.

Below: Susan Simmons, Juliana Kish, Jillian Malloy, Erin Shaw, Lindsey Borton, Jessica Smith, Haley Buchanon, Elizabeth Smith, Kari Miller, Nila Gregory, Renee Jones, Kiesha Colgrove, Diana Dangman, Angie Gruchalla, Darci Miller, Chantell Vandergrift, Melica Dibble, Elizabeth Becker, Mary Packe, Kristen Klemenstrud, Verne Samuel, Elizabeth Duncan, Kathrin Podrednic and Amber Servatius
This sign greets guests coming from the elevators to French Hall.

Renee Jones, RuthAnn Hultman and Haley Buchanan practice their finest moves to be performed while courting their brother hall.
Right: The Gault Hall intramural football team gives its all to win this game.

Below: The men from Gault Hall chill in their lounge for a night of television.
The men from Gault Hall hang out in front of a fire on one of their camping trips.

This Gault resident takes a little time to reflect on how much fun he's had camping.
Bryan Donohao, Jeff Southard, Justin Eslinger Mark Barthett, Jarrod Schulte, Charles Olsen, Mike Gilge, Colin Fields, Tom Weiss, Corey Scrima, Josh Budge, Tim Reichstein, Scott Hill Justin Warren, IKE, Nick Barker, Sean Mollberg, Haegerman Wendell, Stephen Hirai, David Deyo, Nick Duda, Brett Phillips, Adriano Son, Travis Avery, Jared Hart, Cartman and Jeremy Hundup
Above: These women ... er, men from Gault Hall perform in a Homecoming skit.

Left: Scott Kaptein gets some much needed, much deserved down time in his room in Gault Hall.
Holly Greenfield, Marie Reed, Billy-Bob Chambers, Sean Eric Shelley, Kelly Greenfield, Katie Hellmann, John Rush, Amanda Grooms, Laura Scribner, Shuang Yueh Pui, Amber Upchurch and Jeff Collier

GLOBAL VILLAGE

HAYS

Jamie Tikker,
Ann Marie Ridingher,
Amber Holloway
and Jennie Farnsworth in Houston Hall.

HOUSTON
Keisha Moore shows her love for her brother hall member Jake Heaps.


LINDLEY
Lindley Hall guys sing a Grease song with their sister hall Steele House during the skit competition of GDI.
Top row: Megan Mclean, Rebekah Hathaway, Faynda Samuel, Kimberly Miles and Erik Elordi. Bottom row: Eroc Clark, Jessie Anderson and Chris Harris.

McConnell Hall courts with Engineering Hall.
Fauna Samuel and Jamie Mabbutt and men from Engineering Hall display their banners in the mail room in the basement of Wallace Complex.

Above: Laura Hoag, Deb Slagger and Sarah Tempell practices their bassoons in the hallway. Right: Members of McConnell hall show their hall spirit during the volleyball competition during the GDI week.
Left: Corrina Gohs-Mofidi puts the finishing touches on a poster for Homecoming.

Below: Front row: Melissa Montgomery, Greta Anderson and Nicole Frank.
Back row: Kathrynn Schaible, Lea SoYoon, Corrina Ghods-Mofidi, Alecia, Brie Meyers and Christina Springer.
Audry, Isabella, and Cami Johnson know the right way to get the attention of the other halls go all out during courting activities. Halls enjoyed putting on skits and other performances for courting.

Charliann, Mari Robinson and Jessi and Neely Hall pride, which they demonstrate during courting.

Becky Moffitt and Bret Phillips take a break from doing laundry and relax in the hall.
Left: Katie Fay and Cristy Izatt hang out in a residence hall room together. Though the rooms are small, students love to hang out in each other's rooms and decorate the rooms to their style.

Below: Rilley Tschida, Tyler Nimke, Malcolm Clenchagen, Zach Bloom, and Katie Fay pose for a picture during Elly's B-Day party.

SNOW
Above: Can you find Waldo in this picture? Probably not, but you will find French and Snow Hall residents Sarah Spaulding, Haley Buchanan, Diana Dangman, Steven, RuthAnn Hultman, Jessica Smith, Kale Wofford and Colter Menke.

Left: Brian Romey works his best moves to win over his sister hall during court ing.
Matt Labrum cooks some hamburgers for the barbecue during the hall activity 48 Hours of Hell.

Left: John Inui works on his homework in the Upham lounge.
Below: Martain Jones builds his big wheel for the competition.

Ben Slonecker and two of his friends relax in the hall as they participate 48 Hours of Hell. Upham residents stay awake for 48 hours.
Residents of Scholars House apologize to McCoy for not attending courting.
Top row: Laura Whitesitt, Nafisa Naik, Kaitie Sailor, Andrew Yoder, Benjamin Smith and Seth Dotson
Bottom row: Callie Goodman, David Nosler, Felipe Mendez and Katie Myers

WHITMAN
It's what you are.
And what others aspire to be.
You're the epitome of fitness, not only because you know it, but because you live it. And at 24 Hour Fitness we're the same way. That's why we're looking for dedicated individuals like you to help us share it.
We’ve spent the past 18 years helping people change their lives through better health and fitness, just as you’ve spent the last years of your life preparing to do so. And as the nation’s fastest growing fitness chain we currently have opportunities for graduates with your health and fitness knowledge to connect with and inspire our members to live the same way.
As a 24 Hour Fitness employee, you’ll earn a competitive salary with benefits package including free membership, medical, dental, life insurance, vision, and 401K. Plus, our growing member base and easily accessible clients will keep you challenged and free from routine. So, if you’re as passionate about keeping others as healthy as you keep yourself, your experience, advice and expertise are needed for the following positions:

Aerobic Instructors
Front Desk Receptionists
Personal Trainers
Sales Counselors

Please send your resume to: Gadams@24hourfit.com, Or apply online at our website.

www.24hourfitness.com

All-Ways Transportation Inc.
Anywhere - Anytime By Appointment
MEDICAID CONTRACT & CASH
24 Hour - 7 Days a Week Service
All Appointments Require 24 Hour Notice

Lewiston, Idaho
(208) 746-0257
1-877-437-5237
Fax: (208) 798-0574

WA MEDICAID
1-800-873-9996

Genesee, Idaho
(208) 285-0266
1-866-215-0386
Fax: (208) 285-0287

BI-STATE SIDING & WINDOW, INC.

Lanny Purington - owner
(208) 746-8294  (800) 344-9654
3333 11TH ST., LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501

DEALER: WOLVERINE TECHNOLOGIES

GRITMAN MEDICAL CENTER

• 24 hour Emergency / Trauma Center
• Same Day Center & Outpatient Clinics
• Medical / Surgical Unit: Pediatric & Adult In-Patient Care
• Critical Care Unit
• Surgical Services
• Family Birth Center
• Imaging Services
• Women’s Imaging Center
• Home Health Services
• Gritman Therapy Central
• Cardiac / Pulmonary Rehabilitation
• Cardiopulmonary Department
• Occupational Health Services
• Hospice of the Palouse
• Gritman Adult Day Health
• Clinical Laboratory
• Young Children and Family Programs
• Wellness Programs: Diabetes Care, Clinical Nutrition, Weight Mgmt.
• Gritman Sleep Center
• Rural Health Clinics
• Community Health Education

700 South Main • Moscow, Idaho
208-882-4511
Boise Cascade's Pulp and Paper Mill, located in Wallula, Washington, on the shores of the beautiful Columbia River.

Boise Cascade is recruiting for these opportunities:
• Summer Engineering Internships
• Permanent Engineering Positions

Boise Cascade is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Welcome to the University of Idaho Alumni Association!
The Alumni Association supports alumni, faculty, staff, and friends of the University of Idaho. We invite you to participate in:
• Student Recruitment
• Alumni Tours
• Student Alumni Relations Board
• Reunions
• Chapter Activities
• Affinity Programs
• Alumni Magazine, "Here We Have Idaho"
• Career Mentoring
• Lifetime E-mail
• On-Line Web Directory
• Personalized Web Portal

University of Idaho Alumni Association
Visit us on the web at www.idahovandals.com
For more information, call the Alumni Office at 208/885-6154 in Moscow, and 208/334-2999 in Boise

MW Consulting Engineers and ESCENT welcome the opportunity to contribute our services for the University's ongoing construction projects and to help plan for future campus-wide growth.

MW Consulting Engineers
Systems Design
Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics, Low Voltage

ESCENT
A Division of MW Consulting Engineers
Lighting Form & Function
North 222 Wall Street, Suite 200 • Spokane, WA 99201-0813
509.838.9020 • www.mwengineers.com • www.escent-ltg.com

Congratulations to the Class of 2002

KPMG
1211 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 2000
Portland, Oregon 97204
For career information, please contact: Julie Wilson, Recruiting Manager (503) 221-6500

Holiday Inn Boise Airport
Congratulations Class of 2002!
Best wishes in your future endeavors.
3300 Vista Avenue
Boise, Idaho 83705
(208) 344.8365
Fax (208) 344.8156
Textbooks & General Books
Vandal Clothing & Gifts
School Supplies

Visit our website at
www.bookstore.uidaho.edu
ulbooks@uidaho.edu
885-6469
or at the Commons
885-9126

---

Visual Input Systems Analysts, Inc.
Innovators of Web Based and Optical Scanning Systems
VISA develops innovative technology solutions to help organizations succeed. We market integrated Web-compliant systems to help Human Resources Executives evaluate Employee Performance and manage Flexible Benefits Enrollment programs.

Over the past four years VISA has successfully measured visitor satisfaction for the National Parks Service using advanced Optical Scanning Technologies. We are a proud affiliate of the University of Idaho on this project.

---

Sodexo Services
University Dining Services

Food Court in the Commons Building
* Burger King Express
* Center Stage display cooking
* Main Event grill area

Commons Building
* Common Grounds coffee shop
* The Market convenience store
* Food Court

Campus Coffee Shops
* Common Grounds in the Commons Building
* Java Nook in the Administration Building
* Joe’s Café in the Student Union Building
* Law School Express in the Law School

Bogey’s Grill
University of Idaho Golf Course
Breakfast, lunch, snacks & beverages

Wallace Food Court
In Wallace Complex
A full service café
Continuous Dining open to everyone

---

Pepsi supports YOUR THIRST FOR KNOWLEDGE.
PEPSI COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF LEWISTON

---

We’re proud to provide professional air charter service for the University of Idaho Athletic Department
Toll Free: (877) 825-8769
2150 Idlewild Drive · Frisco, Texas 75034
The Idaho Commons and Student Union Building

It's a place of memories

IDAHO COMMONS

- ATMs
- ASUI Offices
- Coffee Shop
- Common Grounds
- Commons Market
- Cooperative Education
- Copy Center
- Food Court
- Graduate Student Association
- Honor Program
- Idaho Commons & Student Union Administration Offices
- Information Desk
- Latah Federal Credit Union
- Reflections Gallery
- Statistics Assistance Center
- Student Disabilities Services
- Student Organizations & Activities
- Student Support Services
- Tutoring and Academic Assistance Center
- UI Bookstore
- Vandal I.D.
- Vice President of Student Affairs
- Volunteer Center/AmeriCorp Help Program
- Wireless Laptops
- Writing Center

STUDENT UNION BUILDING

- Admissions
- ATMs
- Business & Accounting
- Cashier/Student Accounts
- College Assistance Migrant Program
- Computer Lab
- Conference Rooms
- Copy Center
- Financial Aid
- Housing/Vandal I.D.
- Information Desk
- Joe's Cafe
- Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival
- Marriott Catering
- New Student Services
- Registrar
- Sound, Production, & Lighting
- Student Media
  - Argonaut
  - Gem of the Mountains
  - KUOI F.M.
- Student & Temporary Employment Services

Congratulations to all 2002 graduates

www.sub.uidaho.edu
CONGRATULATIONS
AND BEST OF LUCK
TO THE CLASS OF '02!

FROM THE OFFICE OF PRESIDENT BOB
UEBELHER AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO

Making Great Strides Since 1903

University of Idaho
and
Potlatch

P.O. Box 1388 • Lewiston, Idaho 83501 • www.potlatch.com